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CHEERLEADERS
AT F O X - H a v e

PIECES OF LIFE-

V-Day slow for you?
Read what happened

you noticed some

val ends amidst rave

thing missing at our

reviews.

to one student!!

sports games?
Opinion, pg. 4

A&E, pg. 8

VA L E N T I N E ' S D AY
B L U E S -

A&E, pg. 8

Fox's theatrical festi

Crcsitent
George Fox University, Newberg, Oregon

Friday, February 16, 2001

I s s u e 1 0 , Vo l . C X V I I

Can you (^i^y fumish First Street fix
"survive"

get a community-wide vision for
the downtown —the downtown is

the heart of the city and ours is ill.
This is the beginning process of

this?

making it well and filling it up
again."

BRANDON WALLACE

The fair will be held on two

consecutive Saturdays: March 3
at the Newberg Armory from 10
a.m. - 2 p.m., and March 10 at the

Writer

Do you have what it takes to
outlast your fellow students?
On Thursday. Feb. 22, start

Senior Center from 10 a.m.-12

p.m. The second meeting will
give the community a visual
glimpse of what the new down

ing at 2 p.m., the Student Alumni
Council (SAC) will be hosting a
competition of endurance called
"Survivor" that will take place

town will look like. There will be

drawings based on the ideas from
the first meeting.

by the flagpole.

The Downtown Association

Representatives from
each class chalieiigc

has teamed up with the consult
ing firm of Ragsdale, Koch, and
Altman. They have worked on

each other to a battle of

endurance for a $300.00

many similar projects including
revitalizing downtown Sherwood

reward

and Dundee.

Because

If you want to participate in
this event, you must apply.

before the day of the event.
Once the applications are turned
in, one male and one female
from each class will be selected

at random for a total of eight stu
dents. These eight students will

be pitted against each other in a
public contest of endurance for a
chance to win $300 — awarded

to the last person to "survive."
"Survivor" will take place in
at 2:00 pm on Feb. 22. The eight
students who are chosen will pile
into an Oldsmobile, provided by
Scott Box, Assistant Director of
Alumni and Parent Relations and

downtown's

is to have students come and

Applications for participation
will be available two weeks

of

close proximity to Fox, the desire
pholo by Erin Stelzcnmueller

express what they want the

Francis Square, on the corner of First Street and College Street, is one of the

downtown

downtown areas that the Downtown Association has worked to revitalize.
that there was more to do in
an opportunity for the communi

According the Horn, "Students
are too quiet; they need to speak

MANDY

CORRIGAN

Contributing Writer
Are you tired of sitting
around on Friday nights wonder
ing what to do? Have you
watched your favorite movie one
too many.times? Do you wish

Newberg? If you answered yes
to any of these questions, read on.
The Newberg Downtown
Association is having a Future

ty to share ideas about what they
desire downtown Newberg to

Fair and would like to invite all

Board

George Fox students to partici
pate. What is a Future Fair? It is

Association, says that through
these meetings "we are hoping to

look like in the future.

Kris Horn, President of the
of

the

to

look

like.

up and ask for what they want."
The Downtown Association

envisions a place where the stu
dents will desire to come and

Downtown

see Newberg, page 12

Suggestions for energy conservation at Fox
How do regional power and energy concerns affect the campus?

S A C a d v i s o r. N o o n e w i l l b e

ADRIENNE

allowed to leave the car for any
reason, not even to go to the

Staff Writer

DORSEY

feels they have sufficient power sources and

that we won't experience the rolling outages
or rate hikes that have plagued much of
California.

bathroom.

Every so often, there may be

With the recent rolling blackouts and

California's energy crisis, which seems

competitions inside of the car

deregulation of power in California, the use
of energy has become a topic of discussion at
George Fox. What would happen if we were
to lose power on campus, and why do we
have this energy shortage, anyway?
"The energy crisis in Oregon so far has
been a blessing in disguise," Dan Schutter of

to stem from continued population growth

that will help with the elimina
tion of contestants from the

game. Some of the competitions
may lead to the winning of luxu
ry items that would allow for a
more comfortable stay or even a

Plant Services said.

greater chance of winning the

"PGE, our electric power utility compa

event.

Eventually, the competitors
will be eliminated until one per

ny, had been working on a 17 percent rate
increase up until two weeks ago. Fortunately

son remains in the car.

for us here in the Northwest, PGE had extra

Contestants in the car can leave

power that they sold to California utility

when they want, but as soon as

companies."
Since the Northwest has had relatively
mild weather this winter and less power is

they do, they forfeit their chance
of winning and are immediately
escorted away from the car. The

see Survivor, page 12

being used, PGE was able to sell the power

yet restricted power plant construction, may
change plans for the deregulation of power in
Oregon, scheduled to go in effect October
2001.

If George Fox does have a power out
age, it will be a rolling outage, which will
mean it will last for a few hours.

"The President's office would decide to
close the college so that most staff and com

muter students stay home or go ■ home,"
Schutter said. Plant Services personnel
would stay on campus and help as needed,
and the Bon Appetit could serve cold meals
on paper plates if need be.

There are many simple steps that stu
dents can take to conserve energy on cam-

photo by Jennifer Hepncr to Califomia at a nice profit and stop the rate

Freshman Nathaniel Holmes changes

a light bulb in a dorm room.

hike.

With exception to severe weather, PGE

see Energy, page 12
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Campus Conte mplations

What do you think of the university's current
R-rated movie policy?
I think it is an OK rule. I

personally have never watched an
R-rated movie. I will admit that

there are a lot of great R-rated
movies out there but I personally
don't want to expose myself to
more worldly junk than I have to.

Making it "illegal" to watch Rraled movies on campus I sup

I would most defmilcly
like to see the R-rated movie pol

such as "The
Patriot"

a

someone is offended by my

Am is tad."

selection of movies, they need

Lastly, if it is not a sin to be
watching an R-rated movie, then

not watch them. I will not force

movies may and may not be
viewed on campus.
— Bjorn Doskeland

or

others listen to offensive music.
Yet we have no rule regarding our
choice in music, why is that? If

Ta k e m o v i e s

"

L

why should we be restricted from
viewing them?
— Michael Edwards

icy changed. I understand why
we have the policy now. There

higher. And the school might not
have the resources, or the want,

watch an "R" rated movie. For

— Janelle Goeres

to sift through all R-rated movies
and make a list of what is good
and what is not. And that is very

I dislike the R-rated

understandable. But I feel there

movie rule. I think that most of

must be some change. There are

example, America and the World
required us to watch the movie
"Glory" which was rated "R." If
a person had a class/work/com
mitment during the time the
movie was being shown on cam

pose won't change the world, but

it seem.s to be saying something
about the kind of people we
should try to be.

the people here are old enough

an "R" rating and maybe even

appropriate movie choice.

many movies out there today that
may be rated R, but are still very
appropriate to watch: "Glory,"
"Good Will Hunting," the first

H o w e v e r. I d o t h i n k t h a t s o m e

"Blues Brothers," "Shawshank

guidelines should be set.
— Shayda Rohani

Redemption," and many more.

and wise enough to make our
own decisions on what is an

the students at Fox are mature

enough to choose what types of

movies they will watch. It is my
opinion that movies containing
sexual nudity should be banned.
Some R-rated movies should not

be allowed, but classic viewing
such

as

mine what I can and cannot

intolerance of such movies.

watch.

However, I would ask for more

consistency in the policy. There
i s a fi l t e r f o r m o v i e s , b u t n o t

music, which can be equally

of the rated-R movie policy is
good, but I don't think that it is so
makes it out to be. Now, I'm not

morally inferior by the same stan
dards. A suggestion would be to
either increase supervision and
restriction of all types of private

saying we should break the rule,

entertainment, or allow students

because we have all agreed to fol
low the rules here, but I would

to discern what is not personally

morally compromising in
movies, as they do with music, by

pus, then that person would have

definitely push for some other
system rather than the black and

t o fi n d a n a l t e r n a t i v e t i m e t o

policy that we have now.

movies.

black and white as Student Life

repealing the rule against R-rated
— Shannon Vandehey

— John Meindersee II

watch the movie. This can result

in problems due to the fact the
movie is not in theaters

I'd like to see the stu

and you have to find a

dents be allowed to decide what

I would just like to say
that the rule is frustrating. We're
allowed to watch R-rated movies

very appropriate to watch. I
am not sure how to change the

is appropriate for themselves.
If we're considered responsi
ble enough to get married,

policy to allow us to watch
these types of movies
and still keep the

join the army, or take out
loans, why aren't we consid
ered capable of decid

know sees movies that are R-

ForTfie flvet

inappropriate ones
out. But a change is

very much needed.
— Scott Alvey

T vV/ v/ rVp C R t o w a t c h t r t
T

it. Hence break the rated "R" pol

w

ing our own bound
aries in entertain
ment?

It's

an

odd

for "educational" purposes, but
not for enjoyment. Everyone I
rated away from campus any
ways. Personally 1 think R-rated
movies should be okay in dorms,
houses etc... Maybe not in a com

setup. The other prob
lem for those of us who prefer

pletely public areas where you
have no way of avoiding the bla
tant cussing (ie study rooms). I

I am completely against
the R- rated movies policy at

icy. I believe having a committee
of people reviewing the movies

older movies is that an 'R' movie

know other Christian schools

in the 1970's or 1980's would

George Fox. Some PC-13 movies

would benefit both the students

probably be rated PG-13 or even

can be as bad or worse than some

and the staff at Fox.
— Jonah Harkema

PG now, but due to the arbitrary

allow you to watch them in your
own rooms and I think that policy
is fair enough for everyone.
— Mitchell Sheppler

" To m b s t o n e , "

R-rated movies. Also, it is such a

"Gladiator," "Matrix," "Enemy

minor thing to be laying down

of the State," and "Rush Hour"

such strict rules for. Shouldn't

are not objectionable. I think a

rior to the standard this commu

nity seeks to uphold, then the pol
icy should not be changed for its

— Jackie Fisher

rated. But I feel that they are

ing, but why ban certain movies
when music with explicit lyrics is
considered acceptable? I think

ers of this University agree that
R-rated movies are morally infe

I think that the concept

Ye s t h e s e m o v i e s a r e R -

Why are movies with
high action, fake bloodshed, and
swearing not allowed? That is
not to say that 1 agree with swear

by George Fox rules in exchange
for the privilege to attend this
University. If the faculty and eld

it is not the school's right to deter

The policy is to keep the
campus from sex/violence/lan
guage, but it also restricts the
many reasons we might need to

are movies out there that deserve

anyone to participate in anything
they feel uncomfortable with, but

Students agree to abide

group of Christian leaders should

they be going after more impor
tant things like drugs or, say,

be chosen to decide which

alcohol? If we are adults and can

Be careful trying so hard
to please the students. You are

mature

opening yourself up to 2,000 dif
ferent opinions in terms of Rrated movies. In a private institu

choices, what is

tion, you are setting yourself up

wrong with R-

to live by someone else's rules.
To change those rules is disre

make

rated movies?

nature and time sensitivity of the
MPAA ratings, they're banned on
campus.

Freedom

in

Christ

— Jessie Coleman

should really mean freedom, not

The fact that this school

some freedom with continual
control from others. If the law

has policies concerning movies,

allows something, there should

dancing, etc. was one of the
things that attracted me to this

be a very good reason for the
school not to allow it. I under
stand the importance of not

community. I don't 'really see
what the big deal is about not

stand X-rated

spectful of what George Fox is
trying to accomplish as a commu

allowing wild sex, drinking,

watching R-rated movies on

nity. I know (the administration)

campus because you can just go

etc...things which are legal, but

movies or NC-

I can under

17

rated

movies being
banned, but

is wanting to better accommodate
us and I encourage (them) to.
— Nigel Hunter

there are many
educational

As an adult, 1 find it

and inspiring

very offensive to be told what

movies that are

movies I can and cannot watch.
As an adult, I believe that the

rated

R

for

strong emo

tionally tense
scenes in them.

choice should be left up to me. It
is true that some people watch

somewhere else to watch them. I

realize that there are good Rrated movies, some that are
cleaner than PG-13 movies, but
they have to draw a line some
where. If this school wants to
maintain its Christian standards,

then it can't back down every
time students have a complaint.
— Jessica Lebold

very offensive movies, but still

SARAH E. DOKSEY, Editor-in-Chief
DAVIDA J. ANKENY, Assistant Editor
BETH TEMPLETON, News Editor

DAN W. WILLIS, A&E Editor
JUSTIN A. LOH, A&E Editor

SERENA N. BRUMUND, Sports Editor
MELISSA MOCK, Opinion Editor

ERIN M. SHANK, Copy Editor

the movie rule is unnecessary,
childish, and gives the school a

bad name. We are not puritans.

We should not be treated as chil
dren.

— Ryan Blanchard

It's pretty unreal to me
how we are allowed to listen to
the dirtiest, most offensive music
selection the world has to offer.
This can be just as much of a

NATHAN L. GOFF, Business Manager
MELANIE S. MOCK, Crescent Advisor

pe
encourages
response
and particWe
ipation
throughthe
leters
o thtoe edi
edito
be typewri
ten and
nole
lotters
nner ito
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Pros and cons of current R-rated movie policy on George Fox campus
potentially getting community
service, or staying completely
clueless every lime it was
referred to in chapel.

now so it's about time we are

How can we learn if all our

treated like it.
— Emilie Gates

choices have been made for us?

R-rated

movie.

Congratulations, Fox, on not let
ting us watch "Schindler's List"
and 'Braveheart." Instead of

doing that 1 will just go throw
some 2-Live Crew or Eminem in

the CD player and blast it from
m y w i n d o w f o r a l l t o h e a r.

Sound like a plan?
— Neil Cantrall

I fi n d i t o d d t h a t s t u

dents are not allowed to watch

rated-R movies on campus, but

Gregg Lamm, in chapel, fre
quently refers to R-rated movies

or shows clips from them.
For example, last year
Gregg frequently referred to the
movie "The Matrix" as being a
great example. 1 had never seen

the movie, but after hearing many
people talk about how good it
was and having it endorsed in
chapel, I wanted to see it.

mature enough, or we should be,
I would rather see a pol

1 would like to see some

deterrent to our Christian walk as

— David Doornik

into them so we don't go into sim
ilar ones blind. Bui mainly it's
the maturity thing. We are all

1 completely agree with

to handle rated-R movies.

consistency in the policy —

icy that allowed a select group of

the fact that there are movies that

— David Kilian

either let students watch R-rated

students to view R-rated movies

movies on campus, or do not
refer to them in University spon
sored (even required) contexts
such as chapel.
— Sarah E. Dorsey

and deem which ones are appro

are probably not beneficial to us,
but I think at this at this age 1 am

I think that we are in

priate to watch on campus
(specifically, in their rooms) and
which ones are not. 1 think that it

is very inconvenient to have to

get a faculty member's permis
to watch R-rated movies should

sion to watch an R-rated movie
and then be able to watch it in the

be up to each individual. And
since there are people that per

library or in a class.
— Tyler Delano-Johnson

1 think the the decision

sonally choose not to watch these
movies, it should be written up in
the roommate contract that you
sign at the beginning of the year

so that way you can agree with
your roommate whether or not
you will be watching these kinds
of movies. 1 personally think this
rule is lame and so does everyone
else I've talked to. All the good
movies out there are rated R and

this is really limiting us on what
we can watch and is telling us

1 feel that students

should be allowed to decide for

themselves. For goodness sake,
we are in college - enough being
sheltered from the world. 1 really

copies of "Braveheart" and
"Shawshank Redemption;" this
should not be so in a free country.
No matter what happens, I will
never give up those two movies,

that college students should make

to watch R-rated movies if we

making decisions and choices of
your own. Personally, 1 do not
think that watching R-rated
movies is a very wise decision.
But 1 do think that it is a decision

on their own.

— Brook Bishop

and several more "contra
band" movies.
— Brandon Goff

babies here sometimes. 1 think

1 believe that we are

that when a student has the

all mature enough to handle

choice to decide what is right and

any of the content shown ir

wrong, he will be better off if he
makes the right decision. What I

movies and that we shoulc

mean is, the more a student is
allowed to make his own deci

sions. Sometimes 1 feel like I'm

sion, the better he is going to feel
about making the right one. If he
is forced into going one way or

lege and my parents are still
telling me what to do. This is a

choose. Part of being an adult is

college now and we are old
enough and responsible enough

feel that we are treated like

that we can't make our own deci

still living at home and not at col

capable of making that decision
for myself. 1 think that Gregg
Lamm would agree with me that
there are many 'R' rated movies
that are very beneficial to us, and
are also very enjoyable to watch.
I am upset that 1 have to hide my

the other, he is oftentimes more

have enough discression as tc
what we deem appropriate
ourselves. Someday we are
going to enter the real world
and get out of the college
bubble and have to face real
life issues. R-rated moviej

y 6 /T
Publish Your Love: Valentine's Day personal classifieds
1 was thus faced with the

decision that we should be able to

option of breaking rules and

make ourselves." We're adults

To Scott Spearin;
I think I like you, so

To B e n n e t S m i t h ;

Justeen, Liesl, Rachel, Heather,

For all the guys who get stood

Not only are you incredibly

and Beth:

up.

adorable, you are also very
entertaining.
I thank God that he brought such
a wonderful person into my life.

My Valentine's Day would be
nothing without you sweet girls!
Have a stupendous day and
remember I love you!

For every girl who beats around

Love,

Your Valentine, Rosie

what am I so afraid of? I'm
afraid that I'm not sure of a like

there is no cure for! (Think

Partridge Family!)

— Your anonymous Valentine

likely to rebel than to obey. Life
is a lot about living and learning.

the bush.

My dearest Heidi,
Every time 1 see your face,
1 long for your warm embrace
Because you know the constitu

For every time a girl gets mad

tion well

for no reason.

That's when 1 knew 1 fell

For every guy whose heart gets

In love with you and your great
smile

For the trust that will be broken.

This 1 know will last awhile.

Girls ofUhall West3:

Shout it out loud:
DANG GIRLS!

Love your lover,
Dave Durango

To Andrew Lynn:
You are all the man I ever need.

Concert Choir,

We are by far the BEST floor on

S.

You guys are so great! Hope

campus! You are all great!
Have a great Valentine's Day!
One of your many admirers

IT IT ¥ ¥

issues and can give us insighc

broken.

That certain someone

you have a great tour during
Spring Break! Happy
Valentine's Day and remember,
"Loud is not thrilling; thrilling is

often times include these

thrilling!"

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

Campus album to be released with concert
M A R I S A M F. R R I T T

Communications Director
Next Friday evening, ASC will

sponsor a release concert to promote the
newly produced 2000-2001 Campus Album.

The album, entitled "Prelude to a

Rockstar," features fourteen original songs by
GFU students, all of which are written and

performed by bands with at least one George
Fox representative.
Four bands appearing on the CD

will be featured at the concert and play three

or four songs apiece: Paradigm is made up of

two sets of twin brothers, Andrew and

Stephen Brittell and Matt and Drew Johnson;
Jericho's Cry features Fox's own Josh
Bachran; Roy features Jon Dodson and Paul

Headley and the Jesse Elliot Band includes
GFU freshman Chad Stillinger and Jesse
Elliot.

,

Producer of this year's album was

senior Josh Droullard. a business major from

January. "My goal with this project was to
raise the bar and make it something that stu
dents would look forward to and enjoy,"
Droullard says. "1 don't want it to be a 'onetime-through-the-CD-player' type of thing."
Feedback on the album's quality has
to date been very positive. Scott Wade,
Associate Dean of Student Leadership,
praised the wide variety of musical styles rep
resented on the album and predicts it will
"sell like hotcakes. It's the best Campus
Album I've ever heard, a CD 1 would gen
uinely keep listening to."
Droullard likewise is confident in

the album's success: "It is fair to say that the

talent this year was overwhelming and made
it hard to determine the final cuts."

The Feb. 23 event will be the first

opportunity to purchase the Campus Album,
and everyone who does so will be eligible to
win a hefty door prize.

Along with the opportunity to pre
view the CD, attendees will also be offered
free Italian .sodas. The event will begin at

Sandy, Oregon. Droullard solicited album

9:00 p.m. in the Commons and is open to the

and production process. The artists recorded

public. The album will cost $4; admission to

contributors and oversaw the entire recording

on campus from last November through

the event is free of charge.

6 weeks, 6 credits, as low as $2,550 (based on typical costs
of tuition, room & board, books, and estimated airfare)

Term 1: May 21 -June 29 • Term 2: July 2-August 10
www.outreach.hawali.edu • toll-free 1 (600) 862-6628

University of Hawaii at Manoa, Summer Sessions
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From the Pen of the
President

A Bird? A

Plane? No, it's

Cheerleaders:AGeorge Fox necessity?
r

question of opinion. Heck, got together last year to per
we had daily triples! That

Guest Writer

was more athletics then I had

How about a football team

at Fox?! That is something 1
could cheer for. Actually 1

the Board of
Tr u s t e e s !

enjoy watching sports until

ever been exposed to. (And it
was probably the^
most skin I have been

form a real cheerleadrng route
at homecoming halft.me. But
/a full time squad

^'at Fox may

not be necessary.

Sometimes cheer-

'leaders can just be
plain distracting.

high school.
Although 1 must

How many

of you can

admit, I've always had an
DURICK

admit to.
wonder

exposed too.)

affinity for guys in soccer uni

Does this mean

ASC President

forms! You see, no one in my

Last week, I had the privilege of attend
ing the semi-annual meeting of the George

family played or even
watched sports. It wasn't
until high school when 1

need of a cheerleadingi
squad? Most people wilT

became a cheerleader that 1

X i n fi e l d

agree that athletic teams cre

Icheerlead-

Fox Board of Trustees. The Board is a

group of very prestigious, powerful individ
uals who act, basically, as University

started getting a whole lot of

ate environments for per

sonal growth, teamwork^

President David Brandt's boss. As I sat in

sure. At first I didn't even

skills, group affiliation,

on the Opening Plenary Session, I won

and social placement.

dered: Who are these people? How does

know why we cheered "First
and ten get to it!" Ten!? Ten

one become a Board member? What does

what?! But that began my

attributed as rea

interest and progressed admi

sons

ration of sports.
Let me start off by being
clear that cheerleading does
n't just have to be about pop--

cheerleadingi

me, but rather than actually ask someone for
answers, I decided it would be much more
fun if I made up my own.
To the outside world, the Board is

group of businessmen and women who

make major decisions about the operations
of George Fox University, a sleepy, little
Quaker college nestled in the scenic
Chehalem Valley (Official Motto
Newberg: A Great Place To Grow). But
really, the Board is group of superheroes
that get together twice a year to sharpen
their crime fighting skills, X-Men style.
You may have seen all these people in
suits wandering around campus on Friday
and Saturday during the day. You may have
also seen Tyson Gilmore in a purple
sequined party dress. I'm not asking ques
tions about that one. But anyways, you saw

Board members during the day, but one by
one, they would wander into the Kershner
Library in Hoover and take a secret elevator
down their underground superhero-training
center (officially known as: The Wombat
Cave).

During the night, Board members par

take in many different activities, such as
Vi c e P r e s i d e n t A n d r e a C o o k ' s s e m i n a r,

Flying 201: I'm up here, now what do 1
do?" or President Brandt's ninja training

workshop, "Jujitsu for Dummies."
After exercising. Board members pre
pare to go out and battle evil. They don their
special suits, which, ironically, look exactly
like the suits they were wearing earlier in the

day, and fly out in their crime-fighting blimp

— the Nimbus. Unfortunately, the Nimbus

isn't exactly the fastest moving vehicle and
the Board made it about as far as 7-11,

ing just

that Fox is in

basketball and football expo

Plenary mean? These questions haunted

rari

U.

fun, along with the girls thai pretty good at cheering from

A N H R TA H I G G I N S

like watching a lot of sports,
though 1 didn't really start to

RIAN

r»

sports... I think we can be

These can all be
to

have

ai

squad. But does

that mean George Fox is in
need of one?

w

h
h

o

a

t

s

e

'ers were

_ 'doing and why!
Let's back up a little here

and explore what a cheer
leader is. Obviously it is
someone who leads cheers.
Cheers are to facilitate verbal

support for our team. Let s be
truthful, everyone likes verbal

support and encouragement!

Wouldn't it be great if we all

the stands. It's not that we
need to revive "the wave," or

start yelling across the gym
"We've got spirit yes we do,

we've got spirit how 'bout

you?" The homecoming
games proved that we can get
pretty riled up.

As I side step the question
of the necessity for a cheer

leading squad for the third
time, I should say that there is

already quite a spirited group
named Courtside Chaos who
come to the games. Decked
out in our school colors they

not only add visual support,
but also verbal support of our
teams. Now they have added
some new chants and I was

even impressed with their bas
ket toss abilities. Although I

get a little concerned about
Chaos when their clothes
don't seem to fit completely, I
think most of the student body
does not feel in lack of a more
"serious" cheerleading squad.

ular girls in short skirts. I was

Personally, my serious days

by far not the cutest or most

of cheerleading are over, even

had our own personal cheer

There are so many other great

popular girl on the squad, big
red glasses and all. But I and
the other girls all worked hard

though old routines surface
every time the pep band plays

leaders? Then again, someone

organizations, groups, and

to have a quality team.
To us, the team was a

sport, which is a whole other

standing over me chanting,

teams here at Fox to get

involved in. I guess that is

a reminiscent song. I must

"write an essay, ace that exam,

say though that those "wanna

we'll be here, when it's time

why we don't need a football

be" cheerleaders at the home

to cram!" might cause me be

team too, so I shouldn't hold

coming chapel are extremely

not-so-cheerful. But back to

my breath.

What do you know about....cloning ?
A quick and easy guide to some hotly debated topics
M E LT S S A

MOCK

Opinion Editor
Cloning. The very word strikes fear
in the hearts of many. To much of the
general public, cloning means the end of
human reproduction as we know it. To
students in Tara Baker's molecular biolo

gy class, cloning is an innocuous term
that offers great medical benefit to
mankind. What is going on here? Are

complicated than that, but let's go with

fall into the wrong hands.

Cloning brings up many bioethicai

.it)
After a certain point, cells become
differentiated, meaning they have been

dilemmas. Do clones have souls? Is

assigned a function, and from that point
can only become one type of tissue. For
years, researchers wondered if the genet

to go when genetically "fixing" their
problems? Could cloning take the act of

mutation more likely? How far is it okay

reproduction out of the hands of ordinary

ic information from one of these types of
cells could be "grown" into an adult.
Then, in 1996(?) Dr. Ian Wilmut

citizens and put it in the hands of the
government?
It is important for us, as Christians,

announced to the world that he had

to stay current on this issue so we can be

we talking about the same issue?
Well, yes and no. Essentially to

accomplished this very thing. He had

prepared to lake an ethical stance when

taken the DNA from the udder of an ewe

clone something means to make a genet

and injected it into an egg from another

legislation concerning cloning comes
down the pipe. For starters 1 would sug

ic copy. Cloning techniques are used to
make synthetic versions of natural sub

ewe. The result was the infamous Dolly,

gest the books below;

stances such as growth hormone or
insulin, and some form of cloning is used

be cloned.

in thousands of research labs across the

of human cloning just out of our reach.

country, including Dr. Baker's lab on the

Suddenly people began to discuss the

s e c o n d fl o o r o f E H S .

who was heralded as the first mammal to

This experiment put the possibility
ethics of human cloning and the possibil

The controversy arises when an

ities that are available if this technology

entire individual is formed from the

becomes commonplace. Arnold
Scwartzenegger's latest film, "The Sixth

-> "An Introduction to Genetic

Engineering," Desmond Nicholl: As

The title suggests, this hook offers

an easy-to-read, objective introduc

tion To the science behind cloning

where they promptly asked some hoodlum

genetic material in a single cell. The
world was introduced to this concept

youth to quit loitering. The youth turned out

when the scientists in the hit movie

clone who is inserted into an unsuspect

Cloning?," Gregory Pence: A

"Jurassic Park" used preserved dinosaur
DNA to clone an wide array of ancient
fauna. In fact, people often point to the
outcome of "Jurassic Park" when speak

ing man's life.

toungne-in cheek title for a serious

to be from Sutton 1, but the Board felt satis

fied with their crime-fighting efforts for the
night and hopped back on the Nimbus for
the two-hour ride back to the center of cam
pus.

So beware. Justice has a new friend.

Evil has a new enemy. Plenary Session has
a new meaning. They are the Board. They
are here to protect. They are here to defend.
Or more accunitely, they are over at the
Coffee Cottage because you really don't
want to meet a ninja who hasn't had his caf
f e i n e fi x .

ing of the evils of cloning. As of yet,
cloning dinosaurs is out of our reach, but
not quite so far as we might think.
Until just recently, scientists were
only able to clone animals from undiffer
entiated cells found in embryos extreme
ly early in development. These types of
cells have the capability to become any
thing in the body: liver, skin, brain tissue.

At this stage in development, all it lakes
to clone an individual is to take one of

these undifferentiated cells and grow it
into an adult. (Okay, it's a little more

Day," is about a genetically engineered

We wil see the first human cloning
in our lifetime. 1 would venture to pre

dict that it will happen before most of us
start having children. But this is not
something we should be afraid of. There

is no good reason for creating an exact
copy of yourself.

However, when we get to the point

where we can engineer these clones to

have the qualities we desire, then we

should be concerned. This ability also
lies just around the comer. For the most
part, researchers are looking to eliminate

disease and deformity, but that doesn't
mean genetically engineered tools of war

can t be made if the technology were to

> "Who's Afraid of Human

argument in favor of human cloning

■ "The Human Cloning Debate."

vlichael Glenn: This hook presents
both sides of the issue, hut heavily
favors the argument for continuing
cloning research

"> "Clones and Clones; Facts and

Fantasies about Human Cloning,"
Seeks to dispel some of the urban
legends about cloning
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Pacifism; More than being a conscientious objector
SON

Morv

Guest Writer

I was not a very good pacifist
when I was in college. The
Vietnam War was winding down
I had a draft number, but they
weren't drafting anyone any

more. Nevertheless, I left the
marathon games of Risk in

ennington lobby long enough to

write my conscientious objector
statement. The draft board clas

sified me l-O. ensuring that even

if I were drafted, I would not be

inducted into the military, nor
required to kill anyone.

I figured I had done everything

a pacifist could do. Jesus told me
to love my enemies. You can't

love someone and kill them,
probably dooming them to eter

nal damnation. I was ready to die
for my country — I Just wasn't
willing to kill for it.

By the time 1 graduated in

1977, the war was over. I got

married, began my graduate edu
cation, and had kids, without giv

legal disputes and interpersonal

doesn't work, the Christian paci

Colombian Christians are urgent

spats. Jesus' vision is based on

fist forgives at least 490 times

ing my pacifist duty another

rock-solid hope: God is omnipo

thought.

tent (anything He wants is possi

But now I find my college-age
pacifism pale and not particularly
Christ-like. Jesus didn't say "try

ble) and loving (He wants the

(Matt 18: 21-22), or at least as
many times as she asks God to
forgive her (Matt 6: 14-15; 18:
23-35).

ly asking for help - shouldn't
pacifists go?
For now, I do pacifist work on
the home front, honing my medi
ation skills, learning to listen
when someone is angry with me,

best for us, or at least that wc

When someone attacks us phys

have a way to meet our needs).
Thus, there must be a way to
meet our enemy's needs, if we
can stay in contact with him, lis

ically, we must turn the other

ten to him, understand what is

cheek — actually stay in harm's

driving him to fight.

to avoid your enemies." Instead,
He said to love them.

way without threatening to strike

And if the battle is larger,

getting in shape to go the extra

does her part. When Kosovars

urge nonviolence, patrol flash
points, get people to listen to

I don't think the U.S. Army
would be very interested in a
recruit my age. But if 1 take care
of myself, I could still be useful
to the real work of pacifists for

fight in the streets of their cities,
shouldn't pacifists be there to

A Christ-like pacifist skips
church and goes first to be recon

back.

involving nations or ethnic
groups, the Christ-like pacifist

mile when needed.

When someone sues us, we

ciled to someone who has a

each other, heal wounds, meet

must give them not only what

many years, even long after I

resentment against her (Matt. 5:
23-26).

needs, build communities?

retire.

they sue us for, but even more,
practically going naked if that's
what it takes to meet the plain

A Christ-like pacifist seeks out
pute, and listens to him, hoping

When a foreign invader uses
his unjust power under martial
law to make us carry his pack one

t o w i n h i m b a c k a s a b r o t h e r.

Christian pacifism is hard core.
It applies to military conflict and

of the Quaker school in

the one with whom she has a dis

t i ff ' s n e e d s .

mile, we must volunteer to take it
two (Matthew 5:38-47).

When violence rattles the walls

Ramallah, on the West Bank,
shouldn't pacifists be there to
stand with people having homes

And if that doesn't work, she
tries again, bringing others along
to help them hear each other bet

Someday I hope to make up
for lost time in doing my pacifist
duty in international conflict, too
— someday when God says it is
time for Melanie and me to go.

demolished, or their family mem
bers shot dead in the streets?

And when guerrilla warfare
threatens to resume in Colombia,

ter. Even the entire church, if

necessary, is called upon to help

partly fueled by American
demand for drugs, and

(Matt 18: 15 - 17). And if that

Then I will do what 1

maybe should have done a gener
ation ago: put my life on the line,
not just for my country, but for
the Kingdom of Heaven every
where.

Everyone is a missionary
■T A M E S

Valentine's — not just romance
MELISSA

MOCK

Opinion Editor
Candy hearts, balloons, flowers, mushy
cards and lovesick gazes. Uhg, it must be
Valentine's Day again, or if you're like me

— Single's Awareness Day. For on what day

notes from your friends waiting on your
desk after recess.
J often wonder who decided that

Valentine's day was not going to be about
celebrating love, but about celebrating
romance. Not that romantic love shouldn't

besides Feb. 14 are you so acutely aware of

be celebrated, but why are we excluding all
other forms of love? As anyone who has

being single? My freshman year at Fox, I

e v e r t a k e n a c l a s s f r o m Ti m Ts o h a n t a r i d i s

had the dubious honor of being cast as a nun
in "The Sound of Music." One of our per
formance dates fell on Valentine's Day and

knows, the Bible talks about several kinds

I was the only girl in the cast who didn't
receive flowers from their boyfriend, moth

February 14th, but there is also love

of love. There is the love between a man

and a woman, which is the kind we focus on
between brothers and friends, and love
between us and God.

er, roommate, or
favorite
pet.

Normally I am not

^|r Shouldn't a holiday
Cp

celebrating

love

much of a roman

include those as

tic, but as I got
ready for the
show, surrounded

well?

by girls giggling

because

over
their
Valentine's gifts, I

began to feel as if

my nun's habit was appropriate attire.

Most of us probably remember what

Valentine's day was like when we were in

elementary school. Back in those days, I
practiacally ate my weight in conversation
hearts every year, which may be why i can t

stand them now. Kids would come to class

with their backpacks filled with store-

bought valentines sporting the latest cartoon

characters spouting off romantic wittici^sms.
In most classrooms, it was a rule that if you

brought Valentines, you had to have one for
everyone in the class, even the kid who
behind you and bit the erasers off all your

r.£

w°irba
' no
' ons and fo
l wers
anxiously - .p come pick
reciptent of a no'^ entirely

"P ' rm hoMdav since flowers and heart-

Perhaps I am a
little more critical
I

have

never actually been
dating someone on
Valentine's Day. 1
started a relationship the day after
Valentine's once, and I broke up with some
one a few days before, but for some reason
1 haven't been able to hit that all important
target. Several years ago I got sick of being
left out of all the fun and started making
valentines for my friends and family, just to
let them know how important they are to

me. I guess 1 felt like it was time to cele
brate philos for a change. Now it has
become a tradition and I look forward to

cutting and pasting my crude expressions of
appreciation and love.
Three years ago, as I was sitting back
stage in a nun's habit, brooding over my

Guest Writer

what they saw in him.
Did you catch what happened there?
A simple man of little means, a simple
woman who knew nothing except Jesus

We're peculiar people. We follow a
man condemned by his own govern
ment to die on a city's garbage dump

Christ crucified, left the comfort and

b e t w e e n t w o t h i e v e s . We f o l l o w a m a n

u n c o m f o r t a b l e s o t h a t o t h e r s c o u l d fi n d

whose hometown rejected him and tried

freedom.

shelter of what was familiar to become

to kill him. A man whose own brothers

Joe Schmoe Christian went to

didn't even believe his words. Those

work one day and asked the new guy
how he was doing. The sophomore
R.A. saw one of the girls on her floor a
bit upset and took the time to listen.

words said that too often the blind lead

the blind, but he could show them the
w a y.

He said that nobody;

Nothing flashy or extrav
agant. Just what God told

could be saved unless|
their righteousness was;
better

than

us to do - Love one anoth

the,

e r .

Pharisees - the very;
ones that defined right-;

a man speak. He said that

eousness. And yet, hel

all of us Christians are on

This last week I heard

told the sinful woman
that her mistakes were

a team. He just happened
to have been called by

forgotten. He told her
to not sin anymore.

God to be on the "away"
team - going to a foreign

He said that true reli

country for God. It's not

that his ministry is any

gion was to look after
those who couldn't look after them

more spiritual or glamorous or belter.

selves. He showed people how to over

It's just the role God asked him to play.

come their human nature and be freed

I've met many a man that felt that God

from guilt-laden legalism. He showed
them a love they had never known and
though that they were drawn into a rela
tionship with him. He fed them. He ate

was wanting them to financially sup

with them. He knew their families and

finances are few."

friends. He met their needs as human

It wasn't just to the life-long mis
sionaries in the heart of the African jun

beings first.
And because he did that, they came
to him and listened to what he had to

say. He touched their souls by becom
ing their friends. After he went on a

port missions. What an awesome min
istry! But do remember this: Jesus did
not say, "The harvest is plentiful but the

gle that Jesus said, "Go ye therefore and
teach all nations." Every "little Christ,"
every "Christian" should take those
words to heart. We are all missionaries

short walk with some buddies, all they

- to our roommates, to our families, to

could say was, "Did not our hearts bum
within us?" They had encountered
Christ and they wanted more of him.
They were changed forever because of

our teachers, to our bosses.

Remember why we're here. We're
all on the same team. Our time is short
and we can rest later.

unfortunate situation, one of my fellow

nuns, Rebekah Crover, approached me. She
smiled, took my hands and said, "Melissa I
want to give you a valentine." I grinned and

glanced around for an envelope or a con
struction-paper heart. But instead Rebekah

began speaking. She reminded me about

lctTs^dd
i nt(' sle^em
il(eJaappyros- appreciated about me. Then she hugged me
s h a ph
er^da
e k
the first time we met and told me what she

renyouwereguaranteedtofindastackof

KRAMER

and said "Happy

Valentine's Day, friend." I'll never forget
what Rebekah said to me because it was the
best valentine I ever received.

February 14th has come and gone and most
of us didn't even notice it's passing. But next

year don't get sucked up in the chocolatecoaled hype. Just celebrate the people you
love. That is more than enough.
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Dayipffii^resents

Holmes answers call of God to go
spent two-and-a-half weeks bik
ing and evangelizing to small
communities near Same in
Ta n z a n i a .

A freshman at George Fox,
Holmes is not unfamiliar with
work in missions. This marks her

Holmes.

The experience was wonder
ful for Maggie, and she feels that

this/

,

\same

issues

organization wasfy^^dllS in the StatCS do^ youths in
started in 1970 and! Africa iS full Of Suuduy the States

BRUNO

Staff Writer
Most days 1 love that 1 feel 1

is based in Merrit\ Christians like pf
Island, Florida. Ithas^

trained over 30,000^

are times 1 am concerned that

youths since its found-'

I've become too accustomed to

ing.

not stepping out of my comfort
z o n e . H o w e v e r, w h e n G o d c a l l s

One of the things Maggie
did this past summer while on her

us. He also provides. And one of
the things he provides is opportu

backpacking team with Teen
Missions in Kilimanjaro was to

nity to step outside of our com
fort zone for His purposes.

recruit students to attend this

with Teen Missions Intemational,

Maggie spent 10 days training 8
teams of 168 youths from Kenya
and Tanzania at Boot Camp.
Then, leading a 19-person team

(ages 13 through 21), Maggie

"The friends I have in

Dayspring are truly unique.

Adventurous.

December Boot Camp program.
It was at this time Maggie
became aware of the need for

assistance in leadership, and it
was in October that she began to

of

After arranging to miss the

Sunday

'Christians like
America is."

Majoring in International
Studies, Maggie is unsure of
what exactly God has planned for
her, but knows that at some point
she will be a full time missionary.
"1 have a burden for people
who are missing the boat as far as
Christianity is concerned," she
said.
When

fully consider the possibility.

God

called

trailer. No, no, I'm not speaking
Dayspring. What do t ese
words have to do witi

her,

last three weeks of class. Holmes

Maggie Holmes answered by
stepped out. She has grown and

began to prepare her return to

been blessed outside of her nor

Ta n z a n i a o n N o v e m b e r 2 3 r d .

mal environment because she

Concerns about money arose, but

said yes.

have chosen to

sclve.s- their

experiences.
and their jour

neys this year.
This amaz

ing singing
group consists
of eight George
Fox students:
Kendra Charles,
B e t h a n y
Wheatcraft,
Leah
;md

ph<»to by Erin vStci/x-nmucllcr

Weare.

Sharon Dayspring (from left): Kendra Charles, Jon

McKee, seniors; guhler, Bethany Wheatcraft, and Nate Parkes
Nate Parkes,

junior, Jonathan Buhler and Ben
McReynolds, sophomores; and
During the past 20 years,
Dayspring name. Music and

benefits and challenges of service in different areas.

this ministiy.

Staff Writer

Beach.

Why do we serve? Is it an
obligation, something that is
done grudgingly and simply

One student, sophomore
Lisa Schafer, who was a member
of the team that ministered in

organizations dealing with the
homeless (and staying at a church

because we feel

in the area)

"good kids" serve

alongside

and thus we must?

her

other

Or should it be

14

something more?
Being that the
most important

members.
After

team

her

last year
w i n t e r

the heart, we find

serve trip

that service is not

to

merely a call, but
also a blessing.

R o c k s ,

Twin

S c h a f e r
was excit

George Fox

ed to take

facilitates for its

students many

part in this

Contributed Photo winter

opportunities to

serve in a variety Serve TVip members load up a van in preparation for a

s e r v e .

of different ways, week of service. Students are given the opportunity to go However,

One of these ven-to several different states and serve in different capacities.learning
that

ues IS through
serve trips.
Over Christmas break, five

groups of students embarked on
such trips. These groups went to
a variety of places; Seattle,
Canada, Portland, Urbana (in the

she

Portland, feels that the students

was going to be working in

get more out of these trips than
the people the students are serv

Portland, Lisa said that she

couldn't help but be a little con

ing.

cerned about how she would

"It's an incredible opportuni
ty to put yourself in a new situa-

themselves also.

"It is a place of bles.sing to
come to and while it is difficult
sometimes, the work lias paid

off with many enjoyable experi
ences and valuable

lessons," said

Dayspring,

Wheatcraft.

pie through/ you leam how to give

tion. Your inhibitions fade away
with the work you do."
Lisa's trip to Portland con
sisted of 5 days of working at 8

part of service is

ters to their audiences, but to

testimonies have been

than 30,000 peo-/

Rocks Friends Camp near Canon

Dayspring not only minis-

the words they

Students on Winter Serve trips experienced the many
Chicago area), and to Twin

good, too," stated Parkes.

ask. These are

Travis Morgan, freshman.

Blessing, witnessing through service
BRUNO

close to. Oh. and the music's

Dayspring? you

160 students have cairied the

LIZ

Thev are W'onderful, creative^
amazing people who I feel very

represent them-

America is." /'Africa is full

belong at George Fox, but there

Margaret Holmes, who
arrived home January 11 ih from a
mission trip to Tanzania, seized
such an opportunity. Working

as well.

"The youths \ 4he youths of

teams in41 countries/same ISSUCS
LIZ

blond vocally, but also socially

LJZBBilHQ
Stajf^^riter

of a backpacking trip, but o

missions. With 52/ of AfriCa Struggle Africa strugc u r r e n t l y,

message with song
Stretching. Road rage with a

International, an organization

youth as the future of

came through. "God totally just
worked everything out. I totally
saw his hand in everything," said

because of it, she has been
opened to many

third trip with Teen Missions
that believes in training

every time, adequate funding

Touring
throughout

your all to every per

T h e

^members of
Dayspring

north

formance, because you
mot only
never know who might be 'give up

west unde

ftheir time

the

being blessed by what you '(around ten
have to say/sing.'
Derrick
Itours
a

the direction

of
John.son, they

— Leah Weare,

.strive for excel-

with

performancesj
varying) and their

lence and profession-''''v...,,^^ oenior
alism musically to minister

week,

talent, but their hearts for

to the audiences, who so enthii- this ministry. Manager McKee
siasiically receive not only their

feels Dayspring's mission state

melodies, but their words.
"1 have learned that min

ment says it all:

istry is the best reason for some
one to give all of their excel

to be ambassadors for oiu Lord

lence. Jesus is, or should be, the

for His glory, His will, and His

only one worthy of giving
everything to. In Dayspring,

you leam how to give your all to

every performance, because you
never know who might be being
blessed by what you have to
say/sing," said Weare.

Not only does this group

"It is Dayspring's mission

Jesus Christ, that He may use us
ways in all our music, actions
and words.

"Our ministry goes beyond
the performances. .At aii time,

we desire to exemplify Christ by
allowing Him to work through
us, ministering to all people,
including ourselves, on and off
the stage."
E a c h

Dayspring
member is

grow due to the fact she is from

committed to

the area. Yet early on, she fell the

giving their
life daily to
the Lord and

Fraternities • Sororities

follow the
words. "Not

Clubs • Student Groups

I, but Christ;
for we can

Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
Carnpusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call

not and will
not achieve

the minisivyl

He has called

today! Contact CanipusfundraivSer.com at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.coni.

I>aysprmg

photo by ErinSteS;^ to do
(from Stelzennmt

w i t h o u t
Him."
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Scholarship Day brings prospective students
SARAH WAf

come to Fox," admissions coun

Staff Writer

selor Jennifer Swanborough

The time has come yet again
for many hopeful prospective
students to visit the campus for
the upcoming Scholarship Day.

explains.

compete in hopes of being award
ed a scholarship to attend GFU.

There are 168 students registered
to attend this event and it

to check in at EHS between 4

and 5:30 p.m. During this time,
the prospective students will
meet their student hosts for the

evening. Following this check in
time, the students will have get a
taste of what the Bon Appetite is
like, while spending this time

Fox take this opportunity
to make the prospective
students feel right at

leadership

for

organizations at Fox. Other

each student to

activities that will be held

sight-read
ing of music.

take part in, and

For students

then will retreat

throughout the day include "Art
in Progress," the drama show

to their hosts liv

case, music provided by current

ing areas for
the night.
On Saturday,
activities begin

students, and coach visits for
those students who are interested

scholarship, they must
come and provide an art portfolio
and may be interviewed as well.

in sports.

Theatre students are instructed to

Campus tours will be given
to prospective students through
out the day, and lunch will be
held in the Klages Dining Room
from 11 am until 1 pm. After

come prepared to perform two

lunch, the student auditions and

and will also be interviewed. As

fact that our current students are

interviews will resume at I pm.

for the math and science depart
ments, only individual interviews
take place as a means for scholar

volunteering to host and partici
pate in the Activities Fair,"
Jennifer Swanborough said.
"Both of those opportunities real

remains as

dents who are most likely to

that the students at

s

dorms,

that they start to meet other stu

pared to
perform

cooperate and work
t o g e t h e r, w h i l e
also displaying

clubs, councils, and student let

the.

with this university.
"An advantage to having
these students spend the night is

c o m e p r e - ■'

skills and abilities to

there will be scheduled

the Friday night in

each student more thoroughly

required, t^ jg important

and to do

sen to come spendj

acquainted with
others, as well as to familiarize

judged by their interactive

pieces,

dents who have cho

get

In the music depart
ment, students are

representation from many of the

the 104 stu

to

interview/audition includes.

w i t h t h e i r h o s t s . A f t e r d i n n e r,
activities

a chance

sible for the criteria for which the

until 2 pm. This fair will include

o

of

informational meeting for the
students' parents. This meeting
will enable all of the parents to
ask questions and voice concerns.
A panel of parents who have stu
dents who already attend GFU
will answer their questions.
Meanwhile, the Activity Fair

leadership. These leadership stu
dents are put together in groups
and they are given a task or prob
lem in which they must solve.
While solving this, they are

three solo

eventful one!

one

forensics, and the leadership abil
ities. Each department is respon

is scheduled to run from 10 am

promises to be
F

music, theatre, science, math, art,

throughout the morning. During
this time, there will also be an

These students are expected

As Feb. 17 approaches, seniors
from high schoois around the enjoy a presidential reception and
country prepare to audition or

auditions begin at 10 am and run

bright and early with the late
registration starting at 8 a.m. for
those students just arriving. As
for the students who have spent
the night, they will start the day
by eating breakfast with their
hosts, and then meet in the Wood
Mar

Auditorium

for

the

Scholarship Day Opening ses
sion.

Scholarship interviews and

So, what do these scholar

ship auditions and interview
include? The prospective stu
dents will compete for scholar
ships to Fox in the categories of

o

m

e

home, in an effort to

help calm their
n e r v e s .

ship competitions. The Miller
Scholarship is awarded to stu
dents who compete in the area of

Scholarship
Day is an excit
ing time for
many, yet it is

also

a

time

of

nervous anxiety as
each student tries to

interested in an art

pieces and be ready to do some
improv. In the forensics depart
ment, each student is required to
make at least one presentation,

attributes.

stay cool and collected during his or her audition or inter
view. It is important that the stu
dents at Fox take this opportunity
to make the prospective students
feel right at home, in an effort to
help calm their nerves. "It's our
second year hosting a
Scholarship Day, and we love the

ly help prospective students to
get a real look at Fox."

Eating Disorder Awareness week to provide information
Sponsored by the Health and Counseling Center Feb. 19-23
IIJTJK

r..

SMITH

Contributing Writer
Do any of you know some
one who is constantly concerned
about how much or what type of
food she eats? How about a per

son who is not satisfied about
what he looks like? Are these

people displaying abnormal
behaviors or are they just excep

tionally health conscious individ
uals?

An excellent opportunity to

covered about eating disorders

anorexia. Dieting makes the per

weight loss, growth of body hair,

from the George Fox University

son feel more in control of life.

social isolation, denial of the

fat. Some warning signs for

Overly high expectations
imposed by family, schools or
society to "be the
best" may

problem and extreme physical

bulimia include secretiveness

Health and Counseling Services
and the American
A n o r e x i a / B u l i m i a

Association. Eating dis-

c

—The

best

with stress is a

major factor'
leading to the

to

activity.
Bulimia is an eafmg disorder
characterized by binge eating and

about eating and food, fluctua
tions of weight, depression, dry
and thin hair, and cavities or gum

-

purging. Binge eating involves

disease.

t r i b -

consuming large amounts of food

So, what can you do to help
someone with a possible eating
disorder? Start by educating

o

n

without control. Food becomes a

help someone who is ^

tional needs, in

addition, the
inability to deal

way

source of comfort to cope with
emotions. Fear of gaining weight

struggling with an eating

leads to purging by way of self-

disorder is to educate your
self. There are many

induced vomiting, laxatives, fast

ing, vigorous exercise or diuret

Counseling Center, this week wil
involve guest speakers and brief
in-class presentations.

Additional information will

be posted daily in the student
news folder on Foxmail.

Here are a few things I dis

'"'one to changes^. yO"' ^^velop!

e n v i r o n m e n t , l e a v i n g f a m i l y, ^ - ^ m e n t o f
and the process of finding new

anorexia.

Effects

of

digestive system from chronic

( e x t . 2 3 4 0 ) , Tu a l a t i n H e a l t h

use of laxatives, loss of vital

Education Center (phone: 503.

body fluids from diuretics, per

681.1700), and the Eating

manent tooth decay and rupture

Disorder

Referral Service (Salem, Ore.
Phone: 541.370.3733). Don't

social groups, eating disorders
often emerge as young adults

rate, permanent liver damage,
kidney failure, irregular heartbeat
and congestive heart failure.

of the esophagus or bleeding of

Warning signs consist of
unusual eating habits, excessive

into a starvation mode where

Self-imposed starvation and
an extreme fear of fatness charac

terize one type of eating disorder.

the throat from vomiting.

Purging can lead the body
metabolism slows down and any

Survivor: Hopes to provide unforgettable experience
continued frotn pag^ 1
SAC is still developing possible

competitions and rules lor the

on such a big event? Scott Box
said, "The SAC has a great desire
to enhance the experience for tra
ditional undergraduate students
here at GFU. It is the hope of the
SAC to instill loyalty, respect,

'Our expectations are great
and yet very clear: we want to
make this campus an even better
place to go to school by enhanc
ing the George Fox experience
for as many students as possible.

"'"^"•The Survivor car wil also be a deep sense of heritage and tr^
protected from any ^

dition for George Fox in the

have the car s"Tounded y

minds of all students.
"How we accomplish

turbance. The SAC has plans to
tion tape and to have S

bers always on watch. a

let this stop you from jj

car and cheering on your fell

T
' o'why is the SAC putting

these lofty goals continues to

present a challenge. However,
this "Survivor" event is just one
of our attempts at 'getting into
the culture' of GFU.

hopes that the students will have
the opportunity to create another
memory that will remain for
quite some time. He also hopes
that through this event, students

will be able to gain a greater

understanding of what the SAC is
all
about.
^

pride, an atmosphere of unity and

to build memories and connec

tions to this University that will

last long after a student becomes
an Alumnus/a."
Besides the $300, Scott

are concerned.

Resources for help include
the George Fox University
Health and Counseling Center

anorexia include a 25% mortality

enter college.

yourself as much as possible.
Then, in a caring, non-judgmen
tal way let the person know you

The dangers of purging are
malnutrition, damage to the

ics.

evelopment
of
\
•!
i
i
gain information wil be provided dmost
eating
disor
\
resoutces
available
to /t
by a campus-wide Eating

Disorders Awareness Week Feb.
19-23. Sponsored by the George
Fox University Health and

available nutrients are stored as

So, on Thursday, Feb.
22, come by the flagpole
to cheer your classmates
on as they try to outlast other stu
dents from other classes. If you

have any questions regarding this
event, you can contact Scott Box
at ext. 2130.

Information

and

forget to take advantage of the
upcoming Eating Disorders
Awareness Week.

Will you graduate
with college debts?
Have you figured how long
it will take you to pay them off-if you get the job you are hop
ing for?
Learn how niulli-level mar

keting enables you to leverage
your earning ]XHeniial. Learn
the 5 variables of MLM plans
and how to choose the company
with the plan that is right for

y(.)U. No risk.
503-5.38-0198

ajhpooleCwopcn.org
wwvv.shaklee.net/ajpoole
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Pieces of Life One-Act Festival
Student directors score big with unique tales and performances
N

DAN

WILLIS

WILLIS

)^g
y
and their realization (that
they

A&E EciitOf

only live for one day. It was full

of bug humor and bug puns.

The "Pieces of Life" One Act Festival has come and

There is always a big demand for

gone, but the message that came with it still lingers.

that kind of humor around here,

Eighteen shows and over fifty performers brought us hap

so it was very enjoyable.

piness, hardships, love, and controversy. If you did not
get to see all of the shows, you truly missed an exciting
event. This festival brought a new way of looking at the
atre, and it gave us a chance to tap into many different

"Opening Night" was anoth
er short scene about a playwright
who hires a hitman to kill a play

feelings and emotions.

full of laughs.
"Joe's Not Home," directed
by Darla Balzer, was a scene

There were a number of performances directed by
various students at George Fox. "I Want to Hold Your
Hand" was a short scene directed by Nathan Dunkin about
two men sitting next to each other on a plane. One of the
men is asleep, and he wakes up to realize that the man he

is sitting next to is holding his hand. It is a silly scene that
kept me laughing the whole way through.
"This I Know" is a play that was written and directed
by Kristi Russell. This play was about the struggles of

one girl with a learning disability, and her hardships
through elementary, middle, and high school. This play

touched on struggles that anyone who has ever gone to
school can relate to, and it was truly a touching story that
moved many to tears.

"The Lover," directed by Jeff Eldrige, was a story of
one married couple and the way they dealt with their
extracurricular love affairs. This show left me guessing
with the unexpected twists tliroughout the play. It was a
unique production for the George Fox stage, and a great
addition to the One Act line up.
"Time Flies" was directed my Megan Luginbill and
Vanessa Eisner. It was a short scene about two May flies

critic. This is a fun scene that is

about a man who finally gets up
the nerve to confess his love to

his neighbor's wife. The wife has

to then explain to him why hav

ing an affair is impossible. This . photo by Erin Stelzenmueller

is a great scene with many laughs, Cast members of "Answers," directed by Elissa Sartwell, from

Pbc^^of Ufflbeu^ Michael Shelton, Charity Benham, Bryan Odegaard
"Love Sonnet," directed by Lisa Roberts, is the last of

Despite boasting an eclectic lineup of performances,

piece that showed in the festival. This short scene was

each act succeeded in being thought-provoking, entertain

about an older married couple and the growing tension in
their relationship. We get to see the point of the relation

ing, and moving. Everyone involved managed to bring

ship where the tension peaks and the tempers flare up. It

formances.

was a funny scene with a touching message at the end.
Several guest directors came in to participate in the
festival. Their plays include "Snow Angels," "Winners,"
and "Answers." There was also an array of dance per

formances providing artistic interpretation to such songs
as Moby's "Porcelain," Radiohead's "Optimistic," and
The Beatles' "Black Bird."

forth fantastic quality from each and every one of the per

This was an amazing festival, and it was a brave step
by the George Fox theatre department that paid off in a big
way. I don't know when we will get to see the next
George Fox One Act Festival, but when and if it comes
again, you would be very dumb to miss out on seeing it.
It was an adventure every night, and it was well worth all
of the trouble to get it to happen.

Tell Cupid I got an exploding arrow with his name on it
RICKY

STILES

Guest Writer
Have you ever had a herd of

great war was waged. The heav

al girlfriend would do for her

ens shook with a great tremor that
opened up the very firmament
that I needed in order to dry my

ater, the strangest sensation came

boyfriend and drove me around
showing me off to her friends.

over me like a subtle breeze that
makes the hairs on the back of

Here I am looking like a mental
ly retarded shaved ape who had

Superman impression." Now,
granted I have done this success
fully once before, but that was

your neck stand up suddenly.

after smoking a lot of Kryptonite.

The sensation was a rocket skate

been hit in the face with a cata

board making contact with my

Unfortunately, I wasn't too confi
dent in my abilities to be success

head travelling about, oh, 50
miles per hour.

buffalo stampede over your head
while having your tonsils
removed by the jaws of life and

laundry.

having a tribe of dwarfs with

lace ran for their lives much like

pult flinging pots and pans and
my girlfriend is driving down the
road like she is doing a grassroots

in a Godzilla movie. There was a

campaign for mayor, with a

mullets strike your body using
nothing but harsh language and
Mark McGwire signature base
ball bats?

Neither have 1... or maybe I
have? Maybe it was just a dream.

Or maybe it was that eggplant
ice-cream from the other night. I
would have rather had all that

happen to me than having to
endure the agony of what hap
pened to me on Valentine's Day
just a couple of days ago.
It was a dark and stormy
night when I had driven to my
girlfriend's house at one in the

afternoon. The milkman hap
pened to rendezvous at my girl
friend's the same time I had

arrived. He dropped off the
newspapers on the doorstep, like
a good milkman always does, and
turned to leave.

When he saw me, he gasped,
then ran right up to me as fast as
he could. He got right in my face
with the intensity of a powderpulT football coach, and said to
me, "Have you ever seen
'Breakin II: Electric Boogaloo?"'
With all my machismo I could

muster, I managed to say, "I may
have. Is that the one with Sean

Connery?" The milkman replied,
"Them's fightin'words."
And it came to pass that on
the twenty-third-and-a-half day, a

The seas boiled oil and blood

because there was oil and blood

in the seas. The horrified popu

Now, you might be thinking
that if something was travelling

great cataclysm and

that fast it would have taken

d u c k s fl e w s o u t h f o r

'my head right off. Well, this is

the winter. And the

'my story and I get to tell it how

two mightiest of

I like. I was knocked into

forces collided like a

another stupor. The guy who

fender-bender. My
girlfriend could be

heard shouting,

llife on the line so that he could

am

save himself ten dollars, which

as

was the cost of the board.

To make a long story even

Pepsipopolous! Bow
before my powerful

longer, for the next several
hours, we all drove around

He-Man glow sword!"
The ongoing struggle

Itown, making me perform

was of such titanic

[these stunts for the aforemen

proportions that 1,
even now, cannot put it into mere
words.

tioned show.

megaphone saying, "Y'all come
see my boyfriend here! Five

So then my girlfriend and I
drove to a club. And when we

bucks is all I'm charging!" Well,

got there she said, "Why are we
parked in front of a small piece of

she can finally afford that lipo

w o o d ? " S o I s a i d t o h e r,
"Woman! This was your idea!"

at least with the money she made
suction I always told her that she
needed.

I finally freshened up in a
horse troth, and felt a little better.

where instead of apples you use

ham. Mmmm. Ham. And right
crete moat. You know, I always
thought there was water in a

name is not Ricky. I
behemoth

books. I remembered this great
Antarctic applesauce recipe
about here is where I hit the con

only reply was, "My
the

I started thinking of cook

Johnny Knoxville from

|the head and he even thanked
me for selflessly throwing my

known

tion.

owned the skateboard was

|MTV's "Jackass." He was
really nice about hitting me in

"Ricky, are we still
going out?" but the

ful once again tonight. I quickly
thought of what I could possibly
do to alleviate my present situa

More irreparable emotional

damage for me that I cannot

repair. I guess it wasn't so bad,
except I wish they didn't have to
use so much electricity. Oh well.

The climax of the evening
was supposed to be a romantic

moat. But I guess that's why they
call it a concrete moat.

After having a splitting
headache and virtually every
bone in my body re-arranged to
form a new skeleton, we decided

it might be a good idea that I
should go to the hospital. But the
hospital wouldn't let me in
because I didn't have an HMO.
So, I went to see Dr. Nick

Riviera. He fixed me up for
only twenty-nine ninety-five. 1

thought it was a steal. He told me
I would have to get used to hav

ing my head where my left lee

would usually be, but honestly 1
can't tell a difference,

n , m y Va l e n t i n e ' s

with it while saying, "Bam

the movies, where we saw "Star
Wars." My girlfriend insists that

drive up to Muholland Falls. For
the first time in what seemed like
ten minutes, we were alone.

Now, here's where I'm thinking I

«0.y be a lesson to you. and

Bam!"

we saw "Thirteen Days," but I'm

But in incomprehensible
quicksilver, my girlfnend throws
me out of the car and over the

boyfnend who serves yo^

ravine and tells me to "do my

Reagan Administration.'""^ "te

She did a flip out of my convert
ible hearse and picked up that
club and whacked me in the head

Af^er that unpleasantness I
was not looking or feeling my
best. So she did what any ration

At this time we decided to go to

pretty sure the movie felt like
" S t a r Wa r s . "

As we walked out of the the

can turn on the rico suave charm.

fid
. -,s in a co
om
fa
f . causedm
girlfriei n
byy

acute constipation. So let this
never ever go out to dinner with a

C h i n e s e f o o d f r ^ r v. ^

that's been etsed'"'"'""'"
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Influx of quality Crouching Tiger: A modem
music encourasing
^ ^ o O ! J U S T I N rmasteipiece
OH King Arthur an.
JUSTIN

UOH

A&E Editor
JUSTIN I

I don't know about you, but I've seen

a lot of movies in my lifetime, and never

A&E Editor

have I heard of a movie with such wide

It's not every day that George Fox

spread critical acclaim. Every single
reviewer in the country has given

hostsconcerts.Theremg
i htbeagoodone
e

nity has been treated to some quality perormances by some outstanding artists.
Afew weeks ago on Feb. 1, a very
pleasant surprise took place at the
Foxhole. Instrumental guitarist Dominic

Gaudious graced Fox with his unique dou
ble-neck guitar and his even more unique

v

e

r

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon" a
plethora of "10 out of 10s," "A's," "four

b e e n
due
s

to

u

c

stars," and so forth.

h

For the record, I tried to find an unfa

determi-

vorable review, but alas, it just didn't

n a t i o n

seem to be out there. I didn't even know
what all the fuss was about.

and hard
work.

How could a foreign film meet with
On

so many accolades from American critics?

acoustic, anibient sound.

Feb. 9,

that was unfamiliar to Mr. Gaudious he

George

be solved one way: I had to see this

F

movie. Wouldn't you know, I have to say

■crowd of thousands. Not afraid to strike

favorites

Despite being in an intimate setting

still performed as if he was in front'of a

up a conversation, share a story about his

songs, or make a joke, Dominic gave a
truly memorable performance that held
everybody in attendance with their mouths

wide open in astonishment as he played
with gifted skills like an acoustic conduc

tor crafting magical symphonies right
before our very eyes.

Although he is on tour supporting his

new album, "The Clearing," he performed
songs mostly from his previous album,

"Acoustic Captivity," because it happened
to be the only album that he had with him
that he could sell.

Expect big things from this man who

Rolling Stone magazine says, "Combines
Spanish, Indian and Folk influences to
conjure up tranquil, yet engaging New
Age music." Check his albums out, but
definitely try to catch him live, because its
the only medium that does him justice.
Much thanks needs to be given to

F

o
i

The answer to all my questions could only

x
v

e

O'clock

that it was the best five bucks I've spent in

photo courtesy of
dqmimcgaudioiis. com

People

retumed giving yet another great perform
ance. This group's star is rising all the
time, getting publicity from all sorts of
outlets, such as the famous House of

Blues, who say Five O'Clock People
"bring intelligent intention and personal
expression back to mainstream music."

a very, very long time.
Directed by renowned art-house film

maker, Ang Lee ("The Ice Storm," "Sense
& Sensibility") and starring action star
Chow Yun-Fat (John Woo's "Hard
Boiled," "The Killer," "Anna & The

King"), "Crouching Tiger" takes place in
ancient China in a time where royalty
reigned and warriors were revered.

group. Scholars and Fools, who held their
own with an impressive performance.
The best part is that the fun doesn't

old friend of Li Mu Bai's as well as an

stop here either. Coming up on April 1st,

exceptional warrior.
When the intended recipient of Li Mu
Bai's sword has it stolen from him, the
two must discover the identity of the thief.

George Fox will be proud to have Jennifer
Knapp, Bebo Norman, and Justin

As the plot unfolds, Li Mu Bai's past
comes back to haunt him and his only way

McRoberts. Ticket information will be

of bringing closure is to face it once and

made available as soon as possible.

for all.

k

throughout.
Y

o

thought

with

the

M a t r i x "

n

t

was cool?

Fugitive

Forget it.
"Crouching
T i g e r "

"

A r t i s t ' s

Festival and

T

h

makes "The

Dominic at
the
last

M a t r i x "

Five O'clock People photo courtesy of
Jiveoclcokpeople. com

where I sit.

look
the

In
WILLIS

A&E Editor

Well, it is nearing spring, and

that means that George Fox is

ready to have a lot of art shows on

camnus We wil be having guest artists come m, stu-

n t hiah school students, and senior exhibits. Fine Arts

wetk si Lmn
i g soon, and we wli

"good" movie, the one thing that turns

rr
''r artlov^s rd on, do
we get to see some w

the

Spirit

of

Storming. . • . o matter of school spirit. It
I think it truly is jus

might be hard to teams, and painting "Go

mind, go see this movie before it leaves

theaters. It is one movie that really lives
up to the hype.
Rated PG-13 for martial arts violence
and some sexuality.

Photo courtesy of Sony Pictures Classics

Art

Bruins" on our bellies. When I was in high school, that is
what school spirit was for me. I would go to all the foot
ball games with "Go Bulldogs" written on my chest. I
would be up playing the drums for the pep band. High

nation, and running for cross country and track all year."
I couldn't agree more, but spirit is so much more than that
as well. We are all proud of our great girls' team this year.

school doesn't always offer a lot of spirit outlets, so sports
is the natural way to show your spirit and pride in your

proud, but have you ever sat in on a rehearsal for the
George Fox Concert Choir? That will make anybody feel

school. I think all of us here at George Fox have school

chance that soineon though, we get to show our
who just never got mt - ^ brainart-filled part of the year.

know, those kind of stories we all grew up
with as kids. Tales of magic, love, mysti
cal lands, good guys, and bad guys. With
this as the only preconception in your

Chat

in student government, or even singing at karaoke night
are examples of showing school spirit. School spirit is
pride in the school. Just like the dance team can show

spirit and pride m our from this

expecting a "fairy tale" of sorts. You

like

of the year for j f„| work, but also there is that
wonderful. Most rmpo •

a n o t h e r w i s e b e l i e v a b l e fi l m u n b e l i e v a b l e .

duel

spirit in one way or another. If I get involved in some
thing, then I am showing school spirit. Getting involved

just going to cheer on

a nod with its moving and somber tones.
While people say that it is at least a

b e t w e e n

Let's

HAN

phy which gives the film a look and feel
all its own. Even the film score deserves

e

with grabbing

minute. From

Much can be said and praised about

the wonderful love story that is central to
the movie, or the great acting displayed.
Let's not forget the beautiful cinematogra

u

doing a topnotch job
e

tial arts.

Yeoh ("Supercop") plays Yu Shu Lien, an

been

c

Perhaps the best aspect of this film is

the fact that the fighting serves the pur
pose of supporting the story. It's true that
the film would suffer horribly without the
fight scenes, but it is a very pleasant sur
prise that the movie is more than just mar

Hollywood Theatre." Opening for the
People were another up and coming

has

e

a fantasy style.

Just remember to go into the movie

Johnson, who

r

fighting; Jackie Chan's style is more real
istic, while "Crouching Tiger" is more of

weapon, the Green Destiny. Michelle

T h e c o r n e r s t o n e o f t h i s fi l m i s t h e

e

Drunken Master" in the US). Granted,
they really are two different kinds of

The Bleak Mid-Winter: Live At The

George Fox had the privilege of host
ing the band's album release party for "In

spectacular fight scenes that are Interspersed

r

1 easily will put this film in the same

league as Jackie Chan's amazing
"Drunken Master 11" ("Legend of

some people off is the superhuman leaps
and other extraordinary actions that make

M a n a g e r
e

Plng ("The Matrix"), the fight scenes are
much more spectacular and bar none some
of the best action ever caught on camera.

Yun Fat plays Li Mu Bai, a legendary
swordsman who decides to change the
direction of his life by surrendering his

F o x h o l e

D

King Arthur and the Black Knight in
'Monty Python and the Holy Grail."
Although choreographed by Yuen Wo-

their spirit by dancing at half time, a person who likes art
can enter a painting into the student spring art show and
have spirit.
Now I'm sure there are some of those skeptics out

there saying, "School spirit is about showing your pride
for our girls basketball team ranked number one in the

They make George Fox look great, and that makes us

proud of George Fox, and that choir makes our school
look (and sound) just as great.
Everyone seems to find his or her "spirit outlet."

People find what they enjoy and focus all of their spirit on
that one area. If you are one of those people, I encourage
you to broaden your horizons this spring. It does not take

much. Come see "Players Presents," or see the spring
play "Ring Around the Moon" You could even go as far
as entering a piece of art into the Student Art Show. The

arts at his school are truly amazing, and they are very
rewarding. The arts, just like sports, are a gift from God
and can enrich our lives every day.
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Men's Basketball Highlights Homecoming king and queen crowned
From Staff Reports
'•'For tlie week of Jan. 29-Feb. 4, for the second week in a row,

Saturday night, Georgel
Fox crowned its 2001 homecom-l

Jordan Green received Honorable Mention for Northwest

Conference "Player of the Week."

ing king and queen, seniors Leah
Weare and Austin Ashenbrenner.

^Jordan Green and Travis Melvin combined for 36.8 points per
game, the 2nd-highest duo in the Northwest Conference to the 37.7
combined numbers of Lewis & Clark's Scott Davis and Colin Oriard.

The Homecoming Court includedl
six seniors, two juniors, two soph-|
omores and two freshmen

Queen Leah Weare is a|
vocal performance major and reli-l

"'The Bruins equaled last year's total for overall wins (8) in the PLU gion minor from Sandy, Ore. She!
win and surpassed last year's total for conference wins (5). GFU
is involved in DaySpring, Concerlj
Choir, as well as being an internl
was 8-16 and 4-12 last year.

in the Undergraduate Admission]

* Mike "Biggs" Wirta, the Bruins storied sports historian for 30

office here at George Fox.

King

years, has now attended 442 straight men's basketball games, has
worked 370 in a row at home, and has seen 873 men's games in his

Austin!

Ashenbrenner is a sociologyl
major and political science minorl
from Roseburg, Ore. He keepsi
career.
himself busy as the director of thel
* As a team, the Bruins rank 1st in the NWC in 3-pointers per game, E.L.I.T.E. Leadership Conference!

3rd in free throw percentage and steals, 4th in scoring offense and
5th in 3-point percentage, turnover margin and assist/TO ratio.

and as a member of Concert}
C h o i r.
The

other

senior!

princesses were Sharon McKee, al

'"In the NWC, Jordan Green is 1st in steals, free throw pet, and

business marketing major from

assists, 3rd in scoring, 5th (tie) in 3-pt field goals per game, 7th in
assist/turnover ratio, 14th in 3-pt field goal pet, 19th in rebounding

Hansch, a sociology major from]

Beaverton, Ore., and Camillel
Gig Harbor, Wash.

The other senior princes!

and leads the NWC in total free throws made.

'"IVavis Melvin is 2nd in 3-pt field goals per game, 4th in scoring,
5lh (tie) in steals, 5th in assists, 5th in assist/turnover ratio, and 14th

in 3-pt field goal pet. in the NWC.

were Aaron Gapasin, a doublel
major in history and
studies

from

international

Beaverton

and

Brian

^uis
......

Dawbcr
all

Durick, a comntunications major Sen'ors Leah Weare and Austin Ashenbrenner
from Roseburg. are crowned 2001 Homecoming king and
Junior princess Heidi queen last Saturday.

'"James Macy is 7th in 3-pt field goal pet., and 24th in scoring out of Smith is an elementary education ness and pre-med major from La Grande,
major from Lakeside, Ore. Junior prince Ben Ore.

the NWC,

All NWC team and individual records through 2-4-01

Lehman is a Christian ministries major from Freshman princess Christine
Greenleaf, Id. McCandless is leaning toward a major in athlelic training or nursing and is from Medford,
Ore. Freshman prince Matthew D. Johnson is
a business major from Hillsboro, Ore.

Sophomore princess Cori Wulf is a social
work major from Salem, Ore. Sophomore
prince Matt Gerber is an international busi-

2001 Powder Puff game stays almost scoreless
Milidy Venable at
quarterback.
The jun
ior/senior team
looked

to

Christine -Shaw

whose amazing

tial scoring opportunities
including three intercep
tions and a 20-yard com
pletion from Mindy
Venable to Moriah Kruise.
The second half also

athletic perform

brought snow, proving just
how dedicated both play

ance would make

ers and fans were.

her the go to play
er ail game.
B

o

t

h

defenses came out

'^^fired up and

The defense did not let
up on either side and
somehow
the

freshmen/sophomores

unwilling to give

continued to hold down
Christine Shaw into three

up a touchdown

overtimes.

and they went into
the second half
^

.

scoreless.

photo by Erin Sielzcnmuellcr

The junior/senior defense makes a tackle while sophomore "Speed Racer" Moriah Kruis ' ^
and
freshman
Va n e s s a
Thurston
assist.
time
scoring
GINA

BUCK

F i n a l l y, i n s u d d e n

death the bail was handed
off to Shaw who ran it in

for the game's only touch
down.

because the field

s a m e .

shown up by a group of was really long and nar-

A battle deciding if it skilled freshmen and sophStaff Writer
Pigskin, mouth guards, is the upperclassmen or omores. This year that
black paint under the eyes underclassmen who are team was split up so the
of glaring defensive block- the biggest and baddest.
battle was on.

row so there was no room
to

run

around

the

defense," said sophomore
Anna Carlson.

ers. A football game at This was a special year
In the first half the
In the second half
GFU? Not just any foot- for all of the classes, main- freshman/sophomore class
around a hundred fans saw
ball game, but the Bruin ly because last year the did well with a couple of
t h e fi r e d u p t e a m s
homecoming Powder Puff upperclassmen were nice completions from encounter several poten

"I think this was a

great homecoming activity
because it builds a lot of

team unity especially

between the classes," Jun
ior Sarah Jones comment
ed.

"Everyone on our

team did great and played
really hard."
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Rueck beats expecations as head coach
JOHN FFfTn]v

nis team. He won't last, right?

nate, getting some good kids. 1

b

"I knew most people's

had hoped we would get to this

around the

expectations weren't very high

level and it's really been a dream

game."

and that was a motivation for

come true."

Staff Writer
Let's play make-believe for a

bit. Pretend it is August of 1996.
hem Murrell, who has guided

me," says Scott Rueck. "I've had
to prove myself more than most."

the George Fox women's basket

Now fast forward to February of

ball team to consecutive playoff

2001.

appearances in each of her three
seasons as head coach, has left

the Bruins to join the Portland

e

e

n

A

Under the direction of

graduate

Rueck, the Bruins have had

o

unprecedented success.
For leading the team to a co-

GI

f
encoe

H i g h

Rueck's mom drops by his

conference championship and a

racquetball class to congratulate
him his 92nd career victory in his

"Sweet 16" appearance in the
NCAA tournament, he was

Hillsboro,
O r e . ,

School in

State University coaching staff as

fifth season as the women's bas

named the 1999-2000 Northwest

R u e c k

an assistant.

ketball coach of the Bruins.

Conference "Coach of the Year"

c

A young man has just been

Rueck, who was 27 when he took

from

named head coach on an interim

the job, has coached the Bruins to

basis. The new coach's qualifica
tions for the position? Four years

by his peers.
"Being named 'Coach of the

a n N C A A D i v i s i o n 11 ! N o . I

Year,' as much as that is because

of the players, getting voted by
your pears is a great thing," says
Rueck. "It tells you that you are

f a m i l y.

ranking this season. No George
Fox women's coach has a higher

M

doing something right. It gives

was

longtime

as a high school boy's assistant
tant coach in the women's college

winning percentage.
"I didn't know if it was pos

ranks and one year as head coach

sible," admits Rueck. "We were

me a lot of confidence."

of the George Fox women's ten

brand new into the (NCAA)

Senior post Katie Lacey has
been at George Fox since

coach, two season's as an assis

Division 111. We have been fortu

o

m

e

s

a

basketball

His father,
a

r

V

R u e c k ,
a

m e m b e r
of the bas-

Rueck's first season as head

k e t b a 11

coach. "1 think that Scott

coaching

has been so successful

staff

because he is a people per
son and he relates very well
to people and especially to
the players," said Lacey.
"That coaching relation

Hillsboro

ship is very important.
What Scott does very well is
blend a lot of different per

a

at

U n i o n

H i g h
S c h o o l ,

including
season

as
c

head
o

a

c

h

Conlribiilcd Pliolo

Rueck's trademark sideline stance.

sonalities. He takes them

w

and gets them focused on
one goal."

GJencoe High School opened in

Rueck, at only 32, has
already compiled 12 years
of coaching experience. The

His sister, 1995 George Fox

self-proclaimed gym-rat
began his coaching career
while he was a student at

Oregon State University,
walking the sidelines at
Santiam Christian High

h

e

n

1980.

graduate Heidi Rueck, set the
team's career, season and singlegame assist records as an NAIA
All-American point guard.
His wife, Kerry (Aillaud)
Rueck, who now accompanies
him on the bench as his assistant,

played for George Fox from 1993

School in. Corvallis from

to 1995 and holds the Bruin

1989 to 1993.

record for season three-point

Rueck, who also teaches

courses in the department of
health and human perform
ance, began his basketball
experience long before his
first coaching job.
"My background has
really helped me," says
Rueck, who spent time as a

photo by Luis Dawber ball boy for Barry Adams,

The Bruins lead the overall series 28-10, and have won the the winningest coach in

last eight in a row. The latest triumph was Linfield, 78-56, O^gon
higthe
h school
hisI tory
"From
age of two
have.

Homecoming night.

Mike

Kerry

Warmanen

Rueck

a c c u r a c y.

At the same time his wife

was playing, Rueck was gaining
his college coaching experience
as a women's basketball assistant

under George Fox head coach
Sherri Murrell.
After one season as the
women's tennis coach, he moved

back to the basketball sidelines,
this time as the head coach.

"I have really been blessed,"
says Rueck. "It is a really good

i

k

1989 He-went on to play two reasons at

Wala Wala Colege and then coached the

ZysteamatPora
tlndAdvent.stAcademy
for three seasons. Following this, he con[rb
id
l a year as head coach at Waa
l

Walla College for a year. ig

In additon to coaching, Warmanen ^

an athletic goods salesman forABCO
Marketing in Milwaukee, OR. Mike
resides in Wiisonville.

passed since Rueck took the
bench, it is obvious that hiring
Rueck was the right choice.
"Getting this job has been unbe
lievable," says Rueck.
"It has been kind of a perfect
job. I've been blessed by doors
opening at the right time. It is not
often that someone who doesn't

play college basketball gets a
head coaching job at the age of
27." It is a good thing for George
Fox that he did.

KaA
n
stsC
ioach

W - L

Points

1

George Fox

19-1

600

2

2

N e w Yo r k U .

18-1

590

4

1996, is in her third

3

Washington U.

18-2

589

1

season as an assistant coach for the

4

Millikin

19-1

519

8

5

Baldwin-Wallace

18-2

516

7

6

UW-Oshkosh

18-2

473

9

7

Capital

16-3

450

11

8

Hope

18-2

444

10

9

St. Benedict

16-2

422

"13

iO

St. Thomas

16-2

400

3

Rueck, who mar
ried head coach
Scott

ling the women's bas

Portland Adventist before graduating m

program. He is a very competi
tive person and he holds himself
to a high level and that rubs off
on his players."
Now that five years have

Te a m

his fourth year assist-

an All-Northwest League point guard for

"He has been vital to the suc

cess of the team," says Lacey.
"He is ultimately what creates the

D3Hoops.com, 2-6-01

K e r r y

Warmanen is now in

A native of Forest Grove, OR, he was

from them."

#

e

ketball team at GFU.

They want to learn and 1 learn

DSHoops Top 25

Assistant Coach
M

fit. I get to work with ladies who
are great people every day. 1 look
forward to going to the gym.

Rueck

in

women's basketball team. Coming to
Fox as a transfer from Skagit Valley
Community College, she played as
Kerry Aillaud on the nationally-ranked
1993-94 and 1994-95 teams. Arguably
the best outside shooter in team history,
she holds nearly half a dozen records on
Fox's boards.

Rueck earned her bachelor of arts

Wk 10

degree in elementary education in 1995
from George Fox, and now teaches fifth

^^The D3hoops.com Top 25 is voted on by a panel of 25 coaches, Sports

grade in the Newberg School District.

Information Directors and writers from across the country, and is piih-

The Ruecks reside in Newberg.

lished weekly.**
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February 2001
Sunday

M O N D A Y

2 Pe
i7:30
cesp.m.,9
of Lfie,p.m.

3Pe
icesofLfe
i,
7:30 p.m., 9
p.m.

Basketball vs. PLU:
Women at 6 p.m.,
men at 8 p.m.

Basketball at Lewis
and Clark: Women at

6 p.m., men at 8

Pieces of Life, 7:30

p.m.

p.m., 9 p.m.

8

10

Pieces of Life,

Powder Puff,
10 a.m.

Pieces of Life,
7:30 p.m., 9 p.m.

7:30 p.m., 9 p.m.

B a s k e t b a l l v s . L i n fi e l d :

Chapel: Gregg

Chapel: Winter

Lamm

Serve Trips

Women at 6 p.m., men
at 8 p.m.

- Homecoming —

Pieces of Life, 7:30
p.m., 9 p.m.

11

12

1 ^

Peace Supper,
6 p.m.

14

Chapel: Many
Nations, Once
Vo i c e

15

A / Puget Sound:
Basketball vs.

Basketball at

Chapel: Many
Nations, One

1 ^7 Basketball at

16
Pacific: Women at 6

Willamette: Women at

6 p.m., men at 8 p.m.

p.m., men at 8 p.m.

Valentine's Day

Vo i c e

Baseball at University
of La Verne, CA

- Admission Scholarship Day

- Homecoming —

18

Women at 6

p.m., men at 8 p.m.

C

19

u

l

t

u

r

a

l

20

C

e

ebration

21

Week

—

23

22

University of
Puget Sound,
3:30 p.m.

Baseball at University
of La Verne, CA

Chapel: The

Chapel: The

Chapel: The

Dance of God

Dance of God

Dance of God

Te n n i s v s .

24

Men's tennis

at Linfield,
9 a.m.
Women's tennis vs.

University Players,
7:30 p.m.

PLU 2:30 p.m.

Baseball at Hawaii Pacific University

25

26

27

Chapel: Loving
Christ With All

28

Women's tennis at

Men's tennis at Lewis

Lewis & Clark, 3 p.m.

& Clark, 3:30 p.m.

Chehalem Symphony,
7:30 p.m.

Yo u r M i n d

Chapel:
Dayspring

Newberg: Organizers want student input Serve: Opportunity to refocus
continued from page 1

continued from page 4

spend an afternoon or an
evening. They want to know
the answers to questions like:
what types of services or

purpose of God's direction
towards this trip in the things she

everyone to keep busy." stated
Schafer. "Yet, we learned so

saw and learned.

much more by working togeth

stores do students want to see

"I realized I had a lot of

in downtown?; What will
make them want to come and

stereotypes towards homeless
people. Working with Urban

hang out? The only way they
can get those answers is

Services cleared a lot of those up,
but I thought homeless people

through the voices of the stu

didn't know Jesus," said Schafer.

dents.

Throughout the trip, individ

Besides idea sharing, the

uals who came to talk to the team
about God of their own accord
overwhelmed the individuals

Future Fair will have food and

will be giving away door
prizes from a variety of the

preconceived notions.

local businesses.

So... if you want things to

change and desire to see photo by Erin Stelzenmueller

something happen with the Uity Hull, in downtown Newberg, is u preserved building.
future of our downtown, stop the Future Fair and make your spend another Friday night sitdepending on others to make opinion count. ting at home looking for somethese decisions for you. Go to

After all, who wants to thing to do?

"On the first day, you feel
like there are a lot of people and
the Job is not big enough for

"I also thought that all
homeless people were in the
position because they had to be.
The man we met, Bruce, had

e r. "

The trip also raised ques
tions in Lisa's mind about what
she wanted to examine when she

returned to George Fox.

"It's the perfect opportunity
to refocus before you come
back," said Schafer, "Honestly, I
think serve trips allow students to
get more out of it than the people
they are serving."
The purpose of serving is to
return the kindness we have been

shown by our Heavenly Father.
The good news is that when

money. He just saw it as his min
istry," commented Schafer.
Te a m w o r k w a s a n o t h e r

Take advantage of the many

important lesson Lisa learned.

blessed.

we do. He blesses our hearts.

opportunities to bless and be

Energy: Students can assist in reducing electricity in several ways
continued from page 1

t r i c i t y.

Fox's Newberg campus uses
over $300,000 of electricity

pus. Turning down the thermo

and over $100,000 of natural

stat in your room, taking a short
er shower, turning off lights when
you leave a room, and shutting
down your computer and printer

gas per year, much of which

when they are not in immediate
use are a few of the steps you can
take to reduce your use of elec

George

Fox's Newberg
campus uses over

energy-efficient building on cam
pus.

"The new Stevens

Center has been designed to

meet Earth Smart Green
is for heating student hous- $300,000 of electricity and I iBuilding
ing and heating water fori ^ ^ "/Schuttersaid. standards,"

showers. Schutter said. \ OVCt $100,000 Of natUrul J "It has been designed with a
Geoije Fox s new\ gUS DCr Year /'arge central atrium that allows

Stevens Center, currently underX U*'* jCtll.* u -un g^
interior
to
c o n. s t r uu c t i io n , \ w /i l l mb^uec h bt eh oe t l imgt ohh set te d b^ u iwl idi -ti h
n a- .t lu r a
ght

reducing the amount of electrici
ty needed."

The new building will also
have an under-floor heating and
cooling system that will reduce

the need for air conditioning.
By conserving energy and

being aware of the current power
situation, students can be pre
pared in the event that the lights
do go out.

